Books on Environment
Breathing Space:
The Natural and Unnatural History of Air

“This book takes the novel approach of
treating the air and atmosphere as a
contiguous ecosystem—the world’s
largest and one of vital importance”
Zed Books, 2015
sales@zedbooks.net; 020-7837-4014

The Hydropolitics of Dams:
Engineering or Ecosystems?
“This book draws from both history and
innovative theory and practice, contrasting
engineering- and ecosystem-centred water
management. It draws out ethical,
economic and environmental themes,
leading to a new synthesis to guide
practical decision-making. Visionary yet
scientifically-grounded, it informs students
and academics, regulators and policymakers, interested publics and, above all,
tomorrow’s water managers.”

Zed Books, 2013
sales@zedbooks.net; 020-7837-4014

and Sustainability
The Ecology of Everyday Things
“When people talk about ‘celebrating
nature’, they usually have dramatic
landscapes or charismatic creatures in mind.
Mark Everard invites us to celebrate nature
in the everyday, in the common places of
our lives, and provides lots of information
and inspiration along the way”
- Jonathon Porritt, Forum for the Future

Cultured Llama, 2015

www.culturedllama.co.uk/books/the-ecology-of-everyday-things

The Business of Biodiversity
“Mark Everard keeps bringing the argument
back to the way in which all our aspirations
(for wealth, wellbeing, freedom, quality of
life and so on) depend on protecting and
enhancing the natural systems which
underpin life on earth.”

The Sharing of Land and Landscapes for Sustainability

“...it’s all about the connectivity between
the land, water, climate, energy, culture,
economy and human creativity. So don’t
go sticking this one into the pigeon hole
marked ‘Environmental Problems’ –
because that isn’t what you’ll unearth in
‘Common Ground’.”
- Jonathon Porritt, Forum for the Future

Zed Books, 2011
sales@zedbooks.net; 020-7837-4014
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Dr Mark Everard
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Books on

Fish and Fishing

- Jonathon Porritt, Forum for the Future

WIT Press, 2009
www.witpress.com; 0238-029-3223

PVC: Reaching for Sustainability
“The book captures the key sustainability
challenges for the whole of the vinyl chain…
an excellent read for all those wanting to
make a difference to our planet.”
- Dr Jason Leadbitter, INEOS ChlorVinyls

Common Ground:

Books

IOM3 and The Natural Step, 2008
http://shop.bpf.co.uk

Water Meadows:
Living Treasures in the English Landscape
“This book charts the rise, function and
decline of water meadows, exploring
aspects of natural and cultural conservation,
case studies of surviving, relic and restored
systems, and some thoughts about their
future in a changing world.”
Forrest Text, 2005
www.forresttext.co.uk



Books on
Environment and sustainability

Fish and Fishing

River Habitats for Coarse Fish:
A profusely illustrated guide describing
how coarse fishes depend on river
habitats throughout successive life stages
and changing river conditions, with
practical guidance informing
management to enhance coarse fish
populations and associated wildlife.
Old Pond Publishing, 2015
www.oldpond.com

Britain’s Game Fishes:
Celebration and Conservation of Salmonids

An in-depth natural history of native
salmonid species, including details of
the pressures these fish face as well as
conservation successes aiding their
recovery. They celebrate and highlight
the importance of these iconic
‘ambassadors of the wild’.

Also coming soon...

Burbot: How to catch them
Image
available
soon

“Surely a fish so fascinating, declared
extinct in the UK yet still captivating the
imagination of many, is long overdue
inclusion in this classic series?”
The Medlar Press
www.medlarpress.com; 01691-623225

Fantastic Fishes: A Feast of Fishy Facts and Fables
“Fantastic Fishes is a celebration of
all that is amazing, astounding or
just old-fashioned odd about the
world’s fishes. Dipping into this rich
storehouse of amazing facts and
fables about fishes may just help
you look at them with fresh eyes.”

Pelagic Press, 2013
www.pelagicpublishing.com

Britain’s Freshwater Fishes
“Britain's Freshwater Fishes covers more
than 50 species from fresh and brackish
waters. This beautifully illustrated guide
features in-the-hand and in-the-water
photographs throughout, with information
on fish biology and life cycles. Detailed
species accounts describe key
identification features and much other
interesting and useful information.”
Princeton WILDGuides, 2013
www.wildguides.co.uk

Redfin Diaries:

A Life in the Year of a Roach Enthusiast
“This is a book for the enthusiast but also
the countryman, for the specimen hunter
but also the romantic. I hope you enjoy it
as much as I have, and will return to it
often for pleasure and also to pick up some
useful tips.”
-Keith Berry, British roach record holder
Coch-y-Bonddu Books, 2013
www.anglebooks.com; 01654-702837

The Medlar Press, 2012
www.medlarpress.com; 01691-623225

Barbel River
“This book is a celebration of the
riverside and its mosaic of life, of the
barbel and the way their behaviour
adapts to both natural conditions and
human intervention. Written by a
man with decades of angling
experience and a profound love of
rivers, this book will be one all barbel
anglers will enjoy and learn from.”
The Medlar Press, 2009
www.medlarpress.com; 01691-623225

The Complete Book of the Roach
“This book covers virtually every
aspect of the roach. It starts with a
natural history of the fish, moves on
to successful angling techniques and
fishery management, before
considering technology, research,
art, gastronomy and literature.”
The Medlar Press, 2006
www.medlarpress.com; 01691-623225

Third edition due out now!
Dace: The Prince of the Stream
“Once again Dr Everard demonstrates
his authority on a subject, covering
the dace with his customary
thoroughness, insight and wit.
Another gem of a read.”
- Steve Lockett, Angling journalist
MPress, 2011
calmorders@aol.com; 0845-408-2606

The Little Book of Little Fishes
“Raise a glass to small fish and buy this
- it is a real one-off and a good read.”
- Andrew Herd, Waterlog

“This book is an unexpected and
perfect treasure.”
- ‘Chestnut Worm’, (Amazon review)
The Medlar Press, 2008
www.medlarpress.com; 01691-623225

